CASUAL HIRE RATES ...2012-13

What you need to know
Gear comes ready to go… with tips and instructions
Performance is paramount . We fully service, clean and quality check
our gear thoroughly between every use.
We can deliver.
In most cases, for a small fee of just $8.90 plus 1% of the hire value
we will deliver direct. (Pick up same fee applies) We just need to
know when you book. Of course in store pick up and returns are
free of charge.
Bookings preferred
(in person, phone, email)
Work out the day you want to
receive the gear and the day it
will be back to us. Both days
(pick up and return) are free.
You only pay for the time the
gear is away. (Tip: allow time
to familiarize, pack/unpack)
How each hire works
Book early, provide adequate
ID, pay by pick up, enjoy your
trip, return gear on time and
dry (no need to clean). We do
the rest. Didn’t use it? Sorry,
our policy is to fully check any
gear that leaves our possession. So you pay for the supply and the
time the gear is booked to be away. Late return? An additional
supply charge may and daily rates will apply. It’s your responsibility
to return the gear when you said so check shop times when booking.
Generous School Camp, Group and Quantity Discounts
There are discounts for students on school camps, for schools and
recognized trips. Quantity discounts may also apply. Any group with
a booking, pick up, return and payment in one transaction may qualify
for generous quantity discounts (to maximum of 30%). We’ll work
out the best price for you, tell you and apply it.
Any extras?
Damage insurance at $1.50 per item recommended. Late return fees
apply so check shop times
RETAIL OUTLET
Satisfaction Guarantee
886 Nepean Hwy
If at any time you are not
MOORABBIN 3189
happy with gear we’ve
provided for hire, we will
Phone 03 9532 5337
refund without hesitation.
hire@outsports.com.au
BULK AND GROUP INQUIRIES
direct@outsports.com.au

TENTS

Supply
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Daily
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Supply
Charge

Daily
Rate

$24.00
$5.00

$3.25
$0.75

$12.50

$1.80

$5.00

$0.80

$19.50

$2.90

$7.00

$1.10

$18.00
$24.00

$1.50
$2.20

ON THE SNOW

Hiking one person
Real deal hiking if space / weight is critical

$20.00

$2.00

Hiking two person
Real deal hiking, our most popular tent

$22.00

$2.75

Snow Shoes
Adjustable poles (pair)
For snow tours and camps, a must

Hiking two person compact
Real deal hiking if space / weight is critical

$28.00

$3.70

Snow Shovel
Essential for overnight snow trips

Hiking three person compact
Real deal hiking, roomy for 2 or just fit 3

$33.00

$3.90

Snow Peg Pack
Snow essential, snow pegs, extra guys

Bushwalk Winter rated 1 person
Roomy alpine bushwalking for one

$22.00

$2.20

Bushwalk Winter rated 2 person
Genuine alpine bushwalking tent

$28.00

$3.70

Bushwalk Winter rated 3 compact
Alpine bush tent, roomy for 2 or just fit 3

$33.00

$3.90

Bushwalk Winter rated 3 person
Alpine bushwalking tent to share among

$39.00

$4.30

Standard Harness
Performance Harness
Both sized to your back length

TBA

$48.00

$3.70

PLB
Rescue safety…Don’t wish you had one.

TBA

Extreme weather compact 2 person
Whatever weather if weight/space critical

$1.15

$52.00
$59.00

$4.10
$4.50

Walking pole
Adjustable single, we recommend a pair

$8.50

Extreme weather 2 person
2 person plus
Whatever the conditions you’ll smile

S/Bag Synthetic Fill

$12.00
$15.00

$1.30
$1.65

BACKPACKING
Hiking Boots
Leather, fully proofed for comfy dry feet
Canvas Gaiters
Protection against scratches and bites
Rucksack

SLEEPING GEAR

Trangia Stove
Shiny and clean metho cook set for 2

$13.50

$0.80

compact
winter rated
Both with compression sack, inner sheet

Alloy Fuel Bottle
Seamless, no leaks, filled 1 litre metho

$5.50

$0.30

S/bag Down Fill Micro
Tiny compression sack and inner sheet

$19.00

$1.50
$1.85

$ 2.90

$0.50

S/bag Down Fill 3 season
Small compression sack and inner sheet

$27.00

Water Carrier 6Ltr Pack-Tap
Convenient camp site storage and use

S/bag Down Fill 4 season
Compact compression sack, inner sheet

$27.00

$2.40

$33.00

$2.85

$5.50

$1.20

Standard Self-inflating Mat
Classic full length mat for hiking comfort

$10.00

$1.35

Base Camp Self-inflating Mat
Comfort when you don’t have to carry

$15.00

$1.65

Thermarest Prolite / Prolite Plus
When weight and/or size is critical

$19.00

$1.80

$23.00

$2.65

$3.00

$0.90

COOKING

MISCELLANEOUS
Baby Carrier incl weather shelter
The only way to take your toddler

$25.00

$2.35

S/bag Down Fill extreme
With compression sack and inner sheet

Tarp / Overhang approx 3m x 4.5m
Provide convenient shelter to the campsite

$14.00

$1.20

Silk Liner Inner Sheet
100% pure luxury, comfort & warmth

RAINWEAR
Japara Jacket
Traditional japara bushwalking rainwear

$ 8.00

$ 1.30

Nylon Overpants
Taped seams and leg zips for easy entry

$ 7.00

$ 0.65

Hiking / Alpine Rain Jacket
Performance, Waterproof & breathable

$ 22.00

$ 1.95

Air Core Neo Air Mat
When weight, size & comfort is critical

Hiking / Alpine Overpants
Performance, Waterproof & breathable

$ 14.00

$ 1.60

Closed Cell EV50 Foam Mat
Traditional ground insulation

outsports
HIRE
The right gear
Our gear enjoys a great reputation. It is carefully
selected, cleaned and maintained to perform for
your comfort. Whatever the weather, our gear
works. It is supplied with tips and instructions
that condense years of experience for you.

Try before you buy
Individuals can use hire receipts within 7 days of
return to reduce the regular purchase price of
any similar new item. A great way to try gear.

We make it easy
For as little as $ 8.90 plus 1% of the hire value
we can week-day deliver or pick up from school
or workplace. (when arranged at booking)

We are the School Camp Specialists
We understand the subtleties of parent, teacher,
student needs, camp locations and environment,
school requirements and dealing with equipment
checklists. In fact more than likely, we are
already familiar with your camp, just ask.

outsports HIRE ….. a team

that’s been hiring adventure gear for over 30 years.
Our hire processing operations are conducted away
from the retail outlet at our 5,000m2 “environmental
friendly” site. We treat hire seriously.

Hire Rates
2012-13

We take pride in supplying you with reliable gear that
performs how it’s meant to. Additionally,
outsports team members, acknowledged industry
wide have the experience, knowledge and
professionalism to provide you with the highest level
of customer service in the industry.
Our team actively involve themselves in the outdoors.
We know, use and understand our products. Rain
jackets for a school camp or outfitting an extended
Tasmanian wilderness walk, one, five, or fifteen
hundred items, we can help.
Across four decades we’ve learned much about you
and the equipment we sell and hire. Our pledge is to
always match you with the appropriate equipment for
your adventure so you can enjoy your trip more.
Hence our motto ‘supporting outdoor adventurers’ not
just words…. it’s what we do.
RETAIL OUTLET
886 Nepean Hwy
MOORABBIN 3189
Phone 03 9532 5337
hire@outsports.com.au
BULK AND GROUP
INQUIRIES
direct@outsports.com.au

Reliable and Trusted
Hiring one, five, fifty or fifteen hundred items, you
can trust our experience. We’ve been doing this
for over 30 years.

Ex Hire Sales
Often available at great prices. Check in store or
contact us for details at hire@outsports.com.au

Open 7 Days

closed public holidays

outsports
supporting outdoor adventurers

outsports……..utilizing, encouraging
and employing environmentally aware practices since

outdoor education | bushwalking | hire gear | adventure travel | climbing
adventure wear | equipment | accessories | repairs | knowledge

